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The PDF Online website allows you to convert multiple types of documents into a PDF online by sending the received PDF to your email address as an app. While PDF Online doesn't convert everything, it handles many file types (see screenshot) and can come in handy if you need a quick PDF on the go. In fact, even if
you print on a PDF a lot on your desktop, PDF Online can be a good tool to keep in mind, especially if you email a file for yourself anyway. Somewhat disappointing, PDF Online doesn't convert web pages by URL, but if you're looking for something along those lines, check out the previously posted RSS 2 PDF. RSS 2
PDF is a free online service that allows you to turn an RSS or OPML news feed into a PDF. More PDF Online PDF on word converter does just that: converts a PDF file that cannot be edited with most software, in Microsoft Word format, like DOCX or DOC, which can be easily edited with lots of different programs.
Renaming a PDF to Word as a DOC won't work. You'll have to use a program or service that converts a PDF into Word (or some other editable file format) before you can make changes to it. Once you've made changes, you can use the free PDF converter program to turn Word back into a PDF file... If you want to. You
can convert THEFS into Word with any of these totally free programs and online services. UniPDF is a free PDF for word converter, and easily the best we've tried. It's fast and easy to use, but most importantly, it does an excellent job of keeping images and text where they belong once converted to DOC. Another
advantage of this PDF converter is that it has a simple user interface and is not bogged down in advertising or confusing settings. UniPDF also converts PDF files into popular image formats such as JPG, PNG, TIF and others, as well as RTF text formats. Converting the PDF package to Word and being able to convert
more than three PDFs in one day is only supported if you pay for an updated version of the program. You can install UniPDF in Windows 10 down via Windows XP. PDFMate PDF Converter Free is another excellent tool that converts THE PDF into DOCX, which is the newest Microsoft Word document file format. In
tests, PDFMate PDF Transformer Free did a great job of converting the PDF into a Word format, keeping almost all the proper formatting and color. Supports the conversion of the PDF to Word package, as well as the PDF conversion to PDF, which is useful for making changes to PDF security settings. One of the
drawbacks of this tool is that the text in PDF, will only be edited on the first three pages of the DOCX file it creates, but that may not be a problem depending on the PDF that you happen to convert to Word. PDFMate PDF Converter Free can also be converted from PDF to EPUB, HTML, JPG, SWF and TXT. This PDF to
Word converter works in Windows 10, 8, 7, Vista and XP. Xp. it's a free online PDF for Word converter that supports file downloads (up to five at a time) up to 300MB combined size. You can download a local PDF, one of the URLs or PDF stored in your Google Drive or Dropbox account. In addition to DOCX,
FreeFileConvert supports PDF conversion to EPUB, HTML, MOBI, TXT and a host of other file formats, including images. In total, this service supports several thousand different conversion combinations. This PDF converter to DOC works in your web browser, so it works with all operating systems. Join our newsletter for
technical tips, reviews, free e-books and exclusive deals! Please confirm your email address in an email we just sent to you. If I had a dollar for every time someone asked me to offer a great PDF for the Word converter, I would probably be able to shop at Whole Foods every day for a month. This is one of the types of
conversions, complementing the stack of formatting. My love for organic fruits and vegetables aside, here are some of the best free PDF word converters around. While you can choose from numerous online PDFs for Word converters, sometimes you really want your own easily accessible programs. First, offline
conversion tools are by and large much faster than their online partners, and secondly, your online conversion will stay online. Anything but a strange document should not be transformed using an online tool, such as anything confidential, business documents and information you would like to keep confidential. 1.
PDFMate I've been using PDFMate for some time as it not only accurately converts the PDF into a word, you'll also get text, EPUB, HTML, SWF, and JPEG conversion thrown into the deal. It has a very simple interface, it's free, and comes with some handy additional tools such as batch conversions, document
encryption, multilingual support and a host of other customizable settings. 2. WinScan2PDF From an app with a lot of features, to an app that does the minimum. It is important to note that it is well in the process of completing its unified role and is included in the list. WinScan2PDF is a tiny app. At only 30KB, this may be
the smallest piece of software you use today. You have four options: Select Source, Scan, Multiple Pages, and Cancel. The design is intuitive (how can it not be?!) and you just point it out on what document you would like to convert and you go. 3. UniPDF Finally, in the offline category, UniPDF, is a relatively versatile
conversion tool with multiple file formats, including Word, Text, and HTML. Throw in the PDF deal in JPEG, PNG, BMP, TIF, GIF, PCX and TGA, as well as batch conversions and image resolution settings, and UniPDF becomes an excellent, free, allaround conversion tool. As I mentioned in the offline Conversion Tools
foreword, you should only use online tools when needed. Now, the online conversion service is not going to waste your personal data all over The internet, not to mention the leak of your precious bank details to the world. But it will make a copy of your transformation as part of the process, and as we all need to know by
now, what goes online, remains on the internet. I also hate having to give an email address as part of the process, knowing that you are probably installing your inbox for some serious incoming spam. However, they are extremely convenient, and many online conversion services offer you just a staggering number of
potential output formats. 4. Smallpdf Smallpdf is one of the huge number of online PDF converters. Thus, its inclusion in this list should illustrate its usefulness in comparison with other equivalent products. He also has a hilarious chic aesthetic that wins his further points. Smallpdf offers a wide range of PDF conversion
services, including PDF to Word, PowerPoint, Excel, JPEG and HTML. You can also use an online service to combine multiple PDFs into one file or split PDFs into separate documents. Interestingly, Smallpdf also offers a feature to lock document passwords and unlock, although any truly encrypted documents will
remain so. 5. CloudConvert CloudConvert has the added bonus of converting almost any file format you throw at it in almost any other file format you like. Its PDF to Word conversion is accurate, the tables are well preserved and remain in the right place, and it handled some particularly image and bullet point-laden
documents with ease. CloudConvert really seems to come to the PDF to convert Word, stay on everything else. Conversion Using Word Of course! You can use microsoft Word to convert the PDF into an edited document. However, this feature is only available to users working on Office 2013 and Office 2016. Open
Microsoft Word 2013 or 2016. Head to the File and Open. Browse and open the PDF. You'll meet a message explaining that a small amount of reformatting can occur, and that line breaks and page breaks may not be quite where you expect them to be. In my experience, correspondence between PDF and Word is
usually pretty close, depending on the nature of the PDF. The word doesn't always handle tables very well, so keep that in mind. You are all set up to convert the five conversion tools we have chosen each to take care of the PDF to convert Word very well. You have the ability to use Word, but as even Microsoft is willing
to admit, it can be a bit lacking, especially if you consider other options available to you. Get rid of time and stress, and use one of them! Also, you may just want to PROGRAM to edit PDFs. 7 Underground torrent sites to get censored content You need specialized search engines to find legal torrents, excluded homes,
public records, and even UFOs. Enter the dark web. About author Gavin Phillips (587 Articles Published) More from Gavin Phillips Need to convert the DOC file to PDF? Or maybe PDF in jpg file? There will always come a time when you have to convert one type of file into another and you probably want to do it as
quickly and as cheaply as possible. Of course, if you work in an office and have to convert files every day, your company will probably purchase a commercial conversion application, and this is by far the best option. However, if you only need to convert files a couple of times a year and you don't want to drop $50 on a
program that just converts Word documents into PDF files, then you only have another option is to use free online conversion tools. These are basically sites that allow you to convert between different formats and are usually free for small conversion projects. They make money trying to get you to sign up if you need to
convert more files or large files etc. in this article, I'll mention a few online conversion sites that I've used and that do a very good job even though they are not perfect. Even with expensive conversion software, you will always work in cases where the output conversion is not quite correct, and in these cases, you just
have to try another service or edit the file to make it easier to convert. Samzar has been around since 2006, and even if they insist to get you to sign up for your monthly plans, the service still works well for free too. Of course, when things get busy for them, all conversions for free users get pushed in the back behind all
paid users. Depending on the time and day you use the service, it can take anywhere from 2 minutes to 2 hours to get the converted files. When they first started out, they only supported a few dozen file conversion types, but now they can make more than 1,200 file conversions. This includes documents, audio, video,
images, e-books and more. As I mentioned earlier, however, it is only useful for a small number of files relatively small size if you use a free service. To use it, just start filling out the section at the top. First, click Select Files and select the file you want to convert. Automatically falling in step 2 will populate the formats
available for conversion. For Word Doc, these were my conversion options: Then just enter your email address and click on Convert. When the conversion is complete, you'll receive an email citing the converted files. Online-Convert.com Another good online conversion tool Online-Convert.com. Unlike zamzar, this site is
absolutely free with no paid options at all. They mostly survive on donations and income from Seems. Technically, there doesn't seem to be a limit on the number of files that you can convert, but I'm sure there are some covers at the point. Anyway, the main page is broken down into sections such as audio, video, image,
document, etc. Go ahead and push the drop down and choose the format you want to want your files and click the Go button. Then click Select Files and select the files you want to convert. The good thing about this site is that it also allows you to choose from your Dropbox account if you want, and it has some extra
settings to use OCR and even the ability to choose a different language for the source file, although your mileage will be very different. Another good feature is that you don't have to enter any email address or any personal information! Just click the Envelope file and it will convert instantly and download directly to your
computer. Don't wait!  After that, the service gives you a whole host of other options in case you want to do something else with the file: These are two sites that I have used and have had good results in terms of speed and conversion quality. You can also download conversion software, but it is almost impossible to find
a free program that can handle so many different types of conversions. If you need to convert video files, you have many more free options like awesome HandBrake. When it comes to document conversions, these free options just don't exist. If you're aware of a free program that's good for converting documents, let us
know in the comments. Enjoy! Enjoy! online converting from word to pdf. converting from pdf to word online free. online converting from pdf to word i love. online converting from jpg to word i love. protect pdf from converting to word online
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